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Executive summary
As we begin 2023, financial markets are embracing a much-improved sentiment. This shift can be traced back to 
October 2022, which saw US inflation peak, and has many postulating that both the worst of inflation is behind us and 
the significant monetary policy tightening cycle may also be reaching its end. Could it be, due to the unusual pandemic-
impacted economic environment, that central banks are in the process of achieving a seamless and almost immaculate 
monetary policy tightening cycle? Or is it possible, being acutely aware that monetary policy works with long and 
variable lags, that economies are in the twilight zone of the cycle, the gap between action and reaction? Yes, inflation 
may be abating, although the significant tightening of monetary policy we experienced in 2022 is yet to fully reveal its 
impact on the global economy and, more importantly, financial markets. Is it a case of go with recent sentiment and join 
the “dash for trash” or, as is usually the case with tightening cycles, mind the lags?
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State of play 
Reflecting on our first Strategic Forum for 2023, which brought together more than 130 investment professionals to 
set our medium-term views, we observed a strong linkage and continuing relevance of our previous notes, “The bigger 
they are, the harder the fall” and “Central banks are hiking, quantitative tightening (…very, very frightening?).” Rather 
than repeat those insights, we have summarised the current state of play below.

We have been, and still are, experiencing the most aggressive monetary policy tightening cycle since US Federal Reserve 
Chair Paul Volcker’s hiking cycle in 1980. Simultaneously, we are also experiencing a significant shift toward liquidity 
(money) contraction and/or quantitative tightening (QT), following more than 10 years of constant positive liquidity 
support via quantitative easing (QE).

This combination has resulted in stark changes to prevailing conditions, featuring a much higher cost of capital, much 
higher levels of volatility, and a significant shift from an ongoing ultra-easy liquidity injection to liquidity contraction that 
is expected to increase in intensity as the year progresses. 

We have previously highlighted that similarly aggressive tightening cycles of the past, such as Volcker’s 1980s policy 
action, were into economic conditions drastically different from today’s indebted modern economy. Past similar cycles 
featured little indebtedness; this cycle is occurring in one of the most indebted global environments of all time. High 
debt and higher yields do not mix well.

We also know that the monetary policy reaction function occurs with long and variable lags, and therefore it would 
seem rational to anticipate that one of the most aggressive and rapidly implemented tightening cycles (a succession of 
75 basis point hikes per meeting without pause) will eventually reveal significant impacts on the economy. 

Most importantly, and quoting from our previous note, “We remind readers, if it was financial markets, ever more so 
than the economy, that thrived during the prior decade of financialisation, trillions and trillions of dollars of liquidity 
injections, and next-to-zero cost of borrowing, isn’t it financial markets that are of greatest vulnerability to this 
significant change in rhetoric, messaging, and actions that are markedly affecting the investing environment?” 

We additionally highlight that many of the hallmarks, indicators, and even narratives leading up to economic 
growth slowdowns and recessions, such as yield curve inversion through to patterns of central bank rhetoric, afford 
considerable supporting evidence that “it’s never different this time.” It has the usual fingerprints of a recession, and 
they are all there in plain sight. 

In such a short time, we find the key consideration for investors has shifted away from inflation – while not surprising 
to us, it is still quite incredible how quickly inflation has fallen out of focus – toward economic growth. The key question 
for market participants now pertains to what has become the “most forecasted recession.” Will the recession be hard 
or soft? Could it be possible that the post-pandemic economy is different from the past and indeed more resilient to 
aggressive monetary policy tightening? In other words, are we not appreciating that “it is different this time”?
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Inflation, it’s so last year

Reflecting on 2022, the focus of discussion and debate was all about inflation. With the peak in inflation now 
clearly visible in the rear-view mirror, protracted high levels of inflation and the accompanying market narrative 
are starting to lose steam. We have long held the view that the majority of inflation experienced over the last 
couple of years was caused by twin supply shocks originating from the pandemic and then the war in Ukraine. 
While those supply issues took longer to heal, our view was that ultimately supply would improve, and the 
inflation pulse would abate. Transitory after all?

In early 2023, it is clear that supply is recovering and is returning toward normal. Barring any further shocks, it is 
unlikely that supply issues will remain a feature in the inflation outlook. As such, inflation is on its way back to the 
target band and a path to deflation even emerging. 

This was likely always going to happen; it just took longer than expected. Given the aggressive central bank action 
targeting demand destruction, the inflation outlook is now also being affected by reducing demand. 

The combination of improving supply and reducing demand should reveal itself in much lower levels of inflation. 
Indeed, as base effects roll off, we could find ourselves back in the target band before the middle of the year and 
perhaps even lower, as seen in Chart 1. 

In prior notes, we have talked about a number of the future themes that may find inflation oscillate higher, but 
for the current outlook period, it appears that inflation may no longer be an issue.  And so, much of the concern 
around inflation that has existed for the past two years, appears to be dissipating quickly.

Chart 1: 
US Inflation path based on 0.2% m/m scenario
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The most anticipated recession – hard, soft, or “it’s different this time”?
Given the importance of getting this call right, we completed a thorough examination of the economic growth outlook, 
seeking to answer the key question, will there be a recession? And if so, what type of recession is likely? 

We undertook a thorough review of household and business sector health, the ability of the economy to weather a 
recession, and ultimately questioned could a recession be skirted, will we experience a normal cyclical recession, or, 
perhaps, will it be something harder? Our recession alert process starts by identifying whether any of the three major 
causes of recession are in play: policy tightening, external supply-side shock, and financial market crisis. As we have all 
observed, there have been two supply shocks in this current cycle: the first a result of the pandemic and the second a 
result of the war in Ukraine. The good news is that the pandemic supply shock has largely corrected, and a significant 
part of the energy price shock has also dissipated. However, we are still in a twin policy tightening environment, with 
both monetary and fiscal policy tightening. From our analysis, the starting point for the global economy is stronger than 
past cycles for both households and businesses, suggesting that the prevailing conditions may soften the blow of any 
impending recession, as such a financial-market-crisis-induced recession is less likely. 

Our recession alert process is clearly pointing to a recession in 2023. The debate therefore centres on the depth of 
recession. Ultimately, this will be determined by the interaction of a gradual rebalancing of supply shocks with the 
impact of an impending demand shock resulting from significant policy tightening on households and businesses. Net 
accumulated wealth should help cushion the impact on households; however, household vulnerability will increase if 
the employment outlook deteriorates. For households, demand deceleration will become worse if people lose jobs. For 
businesses, many thrived in 2022, using the “charge more, sell less, earn more” model. However, in 2023, profits are likely 
to be under threat as “sell even less” becomes the theme. 

China further clouds the picture on both the growth and inflation front, with much debate that growth may be better 
supported and inflation higher. Questions also arise surrounding the differences to prior slowdowns in which China 
considerably stimulated and supported global growth. However, in this episode, the Chinese stimulus is much more 
targeted to support the domestic recovery following an extended period of lockdowns, and it is unclear whether this will 
make any dent on the global slowdown. 

Ultimately, our analysis suggests that global growth is slowing, and a recession is likely to occur by the end of 2023. 
Currently, we lean more toward a cyclical shallow recession; however, we highlight that risks are more to the downside 
and could drift to becoming a harder recession than many currently anticipate. Our examination of the patterns of prior 
cycles appears very similar – it pays to take heed of these signals and not get swayed into thinking perhaps “it’s different 
this time” as so many often do at this juncture of the cycle. The pattern suggests it won’t be different this time.  

Chart 2: 
Inverted yield curves in the US are clear recession indicators 
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Central bank action
Further adding weight to this is an appreciation that the current cycle is characterised by global central banks fighting 
inflation, with their past experiences warning that it may be better to err on the side of caution and keep conditions 
tighter for longer rather than ease up early only to see inflation flare up again. This is very different to the prior 10 
years when central banks were constantly required to be ultra-easy, supporting growth for longer, concerned that if 
they withdrew too soon, economies would roll over. This suggests a central bank pivot is still some way off, and indeed if 
markets continue to perform well and economies hold in, then it is more likely that central banks would be emboldened 
by the success of tightening so far. Without seeing a clear impact, it is unlikely central banks will return to a more 
accommodative stance.

With this backdrop, we find ourselves asking, why is everyone so focused on the economy? Will a recession occur and, 
if so, will it be a soft or hard recession? The real question should be, will financial markets have a soft or hard landing? 
There may be a soft landing in the economy, but that does not necessarily mean the same for markets.

Liquidity contraction 
Financial markets, as we have outlined in prior notes, were significant 
beneficiaries of lower and lower almost-zero interest rates or cost of 
capital and incredible amounts of liquidity (QE) that suppressed volatility 
and supported asset prices.

As we enter 2023, we are acutely aware that those easing conditions are 
no longer in place. There is a much higher cost of capital with unknown 
impacts on economic growth. While in financial markets, volatility is much 
higher, and we are also experiencing significant liquidity contraction.

While much has changed in the backdrop, it seems one factor has been 
consistent: the desire of investors to “look through” the challenges and 
revert to the last decade of dip-buying. The strongest performers in the 
rebound so far are the prior beneficiaries of zero rates and endless liquidity: 
technology stocks, CCC-rated credit, and government bonds. 

We have made the case in prior reports that it is indeed this component – 
the liquidity, application or contraction – that is the most important thing 
to the performance of financial markets. Our outlook of a recession for the 
real economy (given much higher cost of capital) only amplifies this.

It is difficult not to have concerns that perhaps the current improved sentiment in financial markets is temporary, 
particularly considering the lagged impacts of aggressive monetary policy tightening that are yet to be revealed. 
Financial markets may have gotten ahead of themselves in believing that the worst of the inflation and the monetary 
policy tightening cycle is behind us.

Delayed reaction
In conclusion, we are of the belief that while the current move in financial markets has comforted many, it is quite 
normal at this point to underappreciate the long and variable lags of monetary policy. Our view is that while inflation 
peaked in October 2022, and this has encouraged markets considerably, this swell of better sentiment has lessened, or 
even masked, concerns around the inevitable lags.  

Recessions see bond yields decline, credit spreads widen, and risk assets falter, and this recession also has a backdrop of 
liquidity contraction. The reaction may be delayed, but we are paying attention and appreciate the long and variable lags 
of monetary policy tightening cycles.

Recessions see bond yields 
decline, credit spreads widen, 
and risk assets falter, and this 
recession also has a backdrop 
of liquidity contraction. The 
reaction may be delayed, 
but we are paying attention 
and appreciate the long and 
variable lags of monetary 
policy tightening cycles.”
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Fixed income investment implications
The theme for financial markets over the recent period has been one of significant volatility, particularly in fixed income 
markets, where we experienced some of the most dramatic moves in yields for over a decade.Financial markets are 
driven largely by central bank reaction to persistent levels of inflation and the pricing in of potential recession risk. It is 
the interaction of these factors that will determine how the markets will play out in the coming months. 

Our view is that markets may still be responding in lag to the level of change in liquidity and borrowing costs with the 
broader impact on economies yet to be fully evidenced. In this period, the risk of a policy “mistake” remains high, and 
our attention remains focused on downside risks at this point in the cycle. With bond yields now much higher and with 
inflation and interest rates closer to peaking (or have peaked), we see this as an attractive asset class to manage through 
this market environment. We are more cautious on the outlook for credit markets though see a range of opportunities 
presenting across global markets where a flexible and dynamic approach is required.

• Rates: Bond markets experienced significant volatility and heavy losses over the past 12 months to levels rarely
witnessed. We see volatility remaining heightened over the shorter term, driven by uncertainty over central bank
policy and the path for inflation ahead. However, the outlook looking through the noise is much more positive, with
bonds offering an attractive investment proposition both in terms of a recession hedge and as outright yield for a
defensive asset class. Our preference remains across geographical regions, to favour Australia given the steepness of
the curve and extreme sensitivity of the Australian economy to higher interest rates.

• Credit: Our outlook for credit is relatively defensive, as we balance healthy fundamentals and strong technical factors
against limited value in credit markets and a weaker economic outlook. Corporate earnings and margins have been
extremely strong but will move to a headwind going forward. Liquidity withdrawal and rate hikes also reflect a totally
different environment from prior periods of robust credit market performance. Valuations in credit markets likely
do not adequately reflect these risks and as such our preference is to reserve dry powder for more appropriate
opportunities. Industry sector preferences are toward less-cyclical areas, such as utilities and communications, as
well as energy. Nuances across markets and capital structures are providing some opportunities to add value in an
otherwise limited market, and we expect to continue capitalising on these as they arise.

• Emerging markets debt (EMD): We have shifted to a more neutral position in EMD over the course of the second
half of last year though still retain some dry powder to take advantage of the expected volatility and better tactical
entry points. EM sovereign and corporate credit fundamentals are mixed. China reopening is supportive of the asset
class, and technicals are positive given the reduced allocations. Overall, we expect EMD to continue to perform
broadly in line with similar risk assets in developed markets.

• Structured: US housing fundamentals have weakened significantly due to higher borrowing rates. Declining volatility
and 10-year US Treasury rates have repriced agency mortgage-backed securities (MBS) to the middle of the spread
range, where we are more neutral. We would be constructive on adding to this sector on further weakness. Among
collateralized loan obligations (CLOs), commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS), asset-backed securities (ABS),
and Australian residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), we see these at close to fair value given expected
volatility. Australian RMBS present some value given outright spread moves, though we would primarily focus on
higher-quality issues.

• Currency: The US dollar has likely peaked for the cycle, but this process is likely to take some time to play out
and tends to be volatile. Relatively strong fundamentals in Australia and positivity around China reopening have
been support factors for the Australian dollar of late. However, elevated recession risks for the year ahead make it
vulnerable to periods of sharp underperformance. The dynamics playing out in the Japanese market are particularly
interesting as the Bank of Japan finally joins the global tightening cycle. We see this trend adding upward momentum
to the Japanese yen as central bank policy convergence and safe-haven demand are both likely yen supportive.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION
The opinions expressed are those of the author(s) 
are as of the date indicated and may change 
based on market and other conditions. The 
accuracy of the content and its relevance to 
your client’s particular circumstances is not 
guaranteed.  
This market commentary has been prepared for 
general informational purposes by the team, who 
are part of Macquarie Asset Management (MAM), 
the asset management business of Macquarie 
Group (Macquarie), and is not a product of the 
Macquarie Research Department. This market 
commentary reflects the views of the team and 
statements in it may differ from the views of 
others in MAM or of other Macquarie divisions 
or groups, including Macquarie Research. This 
market commentary has not been prepared to 
comply with requirements designed to promote 
the independence of investment research and 
is accordingly not subject to any prohibition on 
dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment 
research. 
Nothing in this market commentary shall be 
construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any 
security or other product, or to engage in 
or refrain from engaging in any transaction. 
Macquarie conducts a global full-service, 
integrated investment banking, asset 
management, and brokerage business. Macquarie 
may do, and seek to do, business with any of the 
companies covered in this market commentary. 
Macquarie has investment banking and other 
business relationships with a significant number 
of companies, which may include companies 
that are discussed in this commentary, and may 
have positions in financial instruments or other 
financial interests in the subject matter of this 
market commentary. As a result, investors should 
be aware that Macquarie may have a conflict of 
interest that could affect the objectivity of this 
market commentary. In preparing this market 
commentary, we did not take into account the 
investment objectives, financial situation or 
needs of any particular client. You should not 
make an investment decision on the basis of 
this market commentary. Before making an 
investment decision you need to consider, with 
or without the assistance of an adviser, whether 
the investment is appropriate in light of your 
particular investment needs, objectives and 
financial circumstances. 
Macquarie salespeople, traders and other 
professionals may provide oral or written market 
commentary, analysis, trading strategies or 
research products to Macquarie’s clients that 
reflect opinions which are different from or 
contrary to the opinions expressed in this market 
commentary. Macquarie’s asset management 
business (including MAM), principal trading desks 
and investing businesses may make investment 

decisions that are inconsistent with the views 
expressed in this commentary. There are risks 
involved in investing. The price of securities and 
other financial products can and does fluctuate, 
and an individual security or financial product 
may even become valueless. International 
investors are reminded of the additional risks 
inherent in international investments, such as 
currency fluctuations and international or local 
financial, market, economic, tax or regulatory 
conditions, which may adversely affect the value 
of the investment. This market commentary is 
based on information obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but we do not make any 
representation or warranty that it is accurate, 
complete or up to date. We accept no obligation 
to correct or update the information or 
opinions in this market commentary. Opinions, 
information, and data in this market commentary 
are as of the date indicated on the cover and 
subject to change without notice. No member 
of the Macquarie Group accepts any liability 
whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential 
or other loss arising from any use of this market 
commentary and/or further communication 
in relation to this market commentary. Some 
of the data in this market commentary may 
be sourced from information and materials 
published by government or industry bodies or 
agencies, however this market commentary is 
neither endorsed or certified by any such bodies 
or agencies. This market commentary does not 
constitute legal, tax accounting or investment 
advice. Recipients should independently evaluate 
any specific investment in consultation with their 
legal, tax, accounting, and investment advisors. 
Past performance is not indicative of future 
results 
This market commentary may include forward 
looking statements, forecasts, estimates, 
projections, opinions and investment theses, 
which may be identified by the use of terminology 
such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, 
“expect”, “intend”, “may”, “can”, “plan”, 
“will”, “would”, “should”, “seek”, “project”, 
“continue”, “target” and similar expressions. No 
representation is made or will be made that any 
forward-looking statements will be achieved or 
will prove to be correct or that any assumptions 
on which such statements may be based are 
reasonable. A number of factors could cause 
actual future results and operations to vary 
materially and adversely from the forward-looking 
statements. Qualitative statements regarding 
political, regulatory, market and economic 
environments and opportunities are based on the 
team’s opinion, belief and judgment. 
Other than Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 
583 542 (“Macquarie Bank”), any Macquarie 
Group entity noted in this document is not 
an authorised deposit-taking institution 
for the purposes of the Banking Act 1959 

(Commonwealth of Australia). The obligations 
of these other Macquarie Group entities do 
not represent deposits or other liabilities of 
Macquarie Bank. Macquarie Bank does not 
guarantee or otherwise provide assurance 
in respect of the obligations of these other 
Macquarie Group entities. In addition, if this 
document relates to an investment, (a) the 
investor is subject to investment risk including 
possible delays in repayment and loss of 
income and principal invested and (b) none of 
Macquarie Bank or any other Macquarie Group 
entity guarantees any particular rate of return 
on or the performance of the investment, nor 
do they guarantee repayment of capital in 
respect of the investment. 
Past performance does not guarantee future 
results.  
Diversification may not protect against market 
risk.  
Fixed income securities and bond funds can lose 
value, and investors can lose principal, as interest 
rates rise. They also may be affected by economic 
conditions that hinder an issuer’s ability to make 
interest and principal payments on its debt. 
This includes prepayment risk, the risk that the 
principal of a bond that is held by a portfolio will 
be prepaid prior to maturity at the time when 
interest rates are lower than what the bond was 
paying. A portfolio may then have to reinvest that 
money at a lower interest rate. 
Market risk is the risk that all or a majority of 
the securities in a certain market – like the stock 
market or bond market – will decline in value 
because of factors such as adverse political 
or economic conditions, future expectations, 
investor confidence, or heavy institutional selling. 
Natural or environmental disasters, such as 
earthquakes, fires, floods, hurricanes, tsunamis, 
and other severe weather-related phenomena 
generally, and widespread disease, including 
pandemics and epidemics, have been and can 
be highly disruptive to economies and markets, 
adversely impacting individual companies, 
sectors, industries, markets, currencies, interest 
and inflation rates, credit ratings, investor 
sentiment, and other factors affecting the 
value of the Strategy’s investments. Given 
the increasing interdependence among global 
economies and markets, conditions in one 
country, market, or region are increasingly likely 
to adversely affect markets, issuers, and/or 
foreign exchange rates in other countries. These 
disruptions could prevent the Strategy from 
executing advantageous investment decisions 
in a timely manner and could negatively impact 
the Strategy’s ability to achieve its investment 
objective. Any such event(s) could have a 
significant adverse impact on the value and risk 
profile of the Strategy. 
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International investments entail risks including 
fluctuation in currency values, differences in 
accounting principles, or economic or political 
instability. Investing in emerging markets can 
be riskier than investing in established foreign 
markets due to increased volatility, lower trading 
volume, and higher risk of market closures. In 
many emerging markets, there is substantially 
less publicly available information and the 
available information may be incomplete or 
misleading. Legal claims are generally more 
difficult to pursue. 
Currency risk is the risk that fluctuations in 
exchange rates between the US dollar and foreign 
currencies and between various foreign currencies 
may cause the value of an investment to decline. 
The market for some (or all) currencies may from 
time to time have low trading volume and become 
illiquid, which may prevent an investment from 
effecting positions or from promptly liquidating 
unfavourable positions in such markets, thus 
subjecting the investment to substantial losses. 
Credit risk is the risk of loss of principal or loss of 
a financial reward stemming from a borrower’s 
failure to repay a loan or otherwise meet a 
contractual obligation. Credit risk arises whenever 
a borrower expects to use future cash flows to 
pay a current debt. Investors are compensated for 
assuming credit risk by way of interest payments 
from the borrower or issuer of a debt obligation. 
Credit risk is closely tied to the potential return 
of an investment, the most notable being that 
the yields on bonds correlate strongly to their 
perceived credit risk. 
Demand destruction is when persistently high 
prices for a certain good lead to less demand for 
that good.  
Inflation is the rate at which the general level 
of prices for goods and services is rising, and, 
subsequently, purchasing power is falling. Central 
banks attempt to stop severe inflation, along 
with severe deflation, in an attempt to keep the 
excessive growth of prices to a minimum. 
Liquidity risk is the possibility that securities 

cannot be readily sold within seven days at 
approximately the price at which a fund has 
valued them. 
Quantitative easing (QE) is a form of monetary 
policy in which a central bank, like the US Federal 
Reserve, purchases securities from the open 
market to reduce interest rates and increase the 
money supply. 
Quantitative tightening (QT) refers to when 
central banks raise the federal funds rate. In 
a tightening monetary policy environment, a 
reduction in the money supply is a factor that can 
significantly help to slow or keep the domestic 
currency from inflation.  
Recession is a period of temporary economic 
decline during which trade and industrial activity 
are reduced, generally identified by a fall in 
gross domestic product (GDP) in two successive 
quarters. 
A Treasury yield refers to the effective yearly 
interest rate the US government pays on money it 
borrows to raise capital through selling Treasury 
bonds, also referred to as Treasury notes or 
Treasury bills depending on maturity length. 
The yield curve is a line that plots the interest 
rates, at a set point in time, of bonds having equal 
credit quality, but differing maturity dates. The 
most frequently reported yield curve compares 
the 3-month, 2-year, 5-year, and 30-year US 
Treasury debt. This yield curve is used as a 
benchmark for other debt in the market, such as 
mortgage rates or bank lending rates. It is also 
used to predict changes in economic output and 
growth. 
The shape of the yield curve is closely scrutinized 
because it helps to give an idea of future interest 
rate change and economic activity. There are 
three main types of yield curve shapes: normal, 
inverted and flat (or humped). A normal yield 
curve is one in which longer maturity bonds have 
a higher yield compared to shorter-term bonds 
due to the risks associated with time. An inverted 
yield curve is one in which the shorter-term yields 

are higher than the longer-term yields, which 
can be a sign of upcoming recession. A flat (or 
humped) yield curve is one in which the shorter- 
and longer-term yields are very close to each 
other, which is also a predictor of an economic 
transition. The slope of the yield curve is also seen 
as important: the greater the slope, the greater 
the gap between short- and long-term rates. 
Yield curve inversion is when coupon payments on 
shorter term Treasury bonds exceed the interest 
paid on longer-term bonds . 
The US Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a measure 
of inflation representing changes in prices of 
goods and services purchased for consumption by 
households.  
Index performance returns do not reflect any 
management fees, transaction costs or expenses.   
Indices are unmanaged and one cannot invest 
directly in an index. 
Economic trend information is sourced from 
Bloomberg unless otherwise noted. 
Macquarie Group, its employees and officers may 
act in different, potentially conflicting, roles in 
providing the financial services referred to in this 
document. The Macquarie Group entities may 
from time to time act as trustee, administrator, 
registrar, custodian, investment manager or 
investment advisor, representative or otherwise 
for a product or may be otherwise involved in 
or with, other products and clients which have 
similar investment objectives to those of the 
products described herein. Due to the conflicting 
nature of these roles, the interests of Macquarie 
Group may from time to time be inconsistent 
with the Interests of investors. Macquarie Group 
entities may receive remuneration as a result 
of acting in these roles. Macquarie Group has 
conflict of interest policies which aim to manage 
conflicts of interest. 
All third-party marks cited are the property of 
their respective owners.  
© 2024 Macquarie Group Limited
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